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**SIRIUS RALLY TRACKER - SPECTRA TECHNOLOGY** ([www.spectra-tec.com](http://www.spectra-tec.com))

- Regions Covered: Global
- Languages: Spanish, English
- App: iOS/Android

**From the Manufacturer:**

Sirius Rally Tracker is a pc/app marshalling and safety system that allows rally organizers to track, communicate with and control competitors through their mobile phones.

This affordable, reliable and user-friendly solution is an excellent alternative to complex and more expensive systems, for races where cell-phone coverage is not an issue. The app is available on Android/Play Store and iPhone/Apple Store.

The rally control software is run from any PC with Internet connection and allows race organizers to track competitors on-stage or in transit in real time, establish two-way communications (red flags, custom messages, emergency alerts, etc), and manage the competitor sign-up and registration process. The organizers have permanent control of the position and status of competitors during the race and knowledge about competitors that are offline due to any circumstance.

The control software allows for three type of users with different access privileges (Event Organizer, Clerk of Course, Event Official) to separate roles and responsibilities of the event/organization. Highly detailed and interactive maps allow to reference Points of Interest (time control, refuelling stations, radio stations, medical assistance stations) so event organizers have a clear picture of the race, its competitors and resources at all times.

For competitors, the Sirius Rally Tracker app allows them to send emergency (SOS) and alert (OK) messages while racing and to receive any race-specific communications on their mobile phones (Android/iOS). The app has a clean and simple interface that allows for quick activation when needed and also with fail-safe features that prevent false activation. Messages and alerts allow for reception acknowledgment/confirmation to ensure two-way communications.
SPORTTRAXX TRACKY - SPORTTRAXX (www.sporttraxx.com)

- Regions Covered: Global
- Languages: English
- App: iOS/Android
- Rally Control: Web Application
- Support: Full presence onsite, remote full time management or phone emergency support

From the Manufacturer:

The Sporttraxx Tracky /Traxxer is an application that allows to use any Android or IOS Smartphone or Tablet as a tracking device on the Sporttraxx Tracking Platform, with specific features and improved communication tools, very similar to the professional Sporttraxx trackers. In its first phase, it is addressed to service vehicles and as a valid assistant to competitors in relation to road guidance, speed monitoring and communication to and from race control. Ideal tool for active reconnaissances, as it performs live tracking, map based road guidance and speed monitoring, allowing all the controls required for recce.

Furthermore it can become a powerful tool for a more DIY race management with basic remote assistance, where no Sporttraxx technicians attendance or hardware is needed on site.
RALLYSTREAM TRACKING SYSTEM - RALLYSTREAM INC. 
(www.rallystream.net)

- Regions Covered: Global
- Languages: English, Japanese
- App: iOS/Android
- Rally Control: Web Application
- Support: Onsite support, offsite support globally

From the Manufacturer:

RallyStream Tracking System is a smart phone based rally tracking system. Our smart phone application runs both on Android and iOS smartphone and tablet. Application is free to competitor and easy to use. So competitor can user your smart phone for rally tracking.

Our Web system has 3 layers, for audience, for organizer and for administrator. Any web browser, smartphone, tablet, PC can access our Web System. Audience can see where is the rally car. Organizer not only in HQ but also in a Stages, can access all the rally data, such as location, speed, OK, SOS, abnormal G force, timing and etc.
iZi RACE - VDS RACING [www.vdsracing.com]

- Regions Covered: Global
- Languages: English, French
- App: iOS/Android
- Rally Control: Web Application
- Support: Onsite support, offsite support globally

From the Manufacturer:

Created in 2012 by rally driver Jean-Pierre Ballet, VDS Racing is the leader in France in geolocation solutions for motorsport, with coverage of more than 80 rallies per year mainly in France, but also in Switzerland, Morocco and Belgium.

VDS Racing has been providing tracking for more than 7 years for the French motorsport federation, for first division rallies.

We have a fleet of over 700 standard trackers and 300 interactive trackers. The interactive tracker notably integrates the functions required by the FIA’s «Smart Tracking» specifications. It also has a speeding alert function for pilots during reconnaissance, as well as telephony.